Effects of phenoxybenzamine or N-methyl chlorpromazine on regional cerebral blood flow: comparison of central and peripheral alpha adrenergic receptor antagonism.
A comparison of the central and peripheral effects of alpha adrenergic receptor antagonism on regional cerebral blood flow was examined utilizing N-methyl chlorpromazine, an alpha adrenergic receptor antagonist which does not cross the blood-brain barrier, or phenoxybenzamine, an alpha adrenergic receptor antagonist which does enter the brain when injected systemically. Regional cerebral blood flow was monitored in 17 brain regions of 16 pentobarbital-anesthetized New Zealand White rabbits using radioactively tagged microspheres (15 +/- 3 micrometer in diameter). There was a significant overall difference in regional cerebral blood flow distribution in the control state. Although phenoxybenzamine had no significant effect on average global cerebral blood flow, this agent significantly redistributed flow among the various regions. Flow was significantly decreased in some cortical regions, the hippocampus and cerebellum, whereas flow was increased in the pons and substantia nigra. There were no significant effects of N-methyl chloropromazine on average global cerebral blood flow or its regional distribution. Central alpha adrenergic receptor blockade probably decreased regional cerebral blood flow in brain regions rich in neuronal alpha adrenoreceptors by decreasing regional metabolic and/or neuronal activity, while increasing metabolic and/or neuronal activity in the pons and substantia nigra via a positive feedback mechanism causing an increased flow rate in these regions. Peripheral alpha adrenergic receptor blockade appears to have little or no effect on regional cerebral blood flow.